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A professionally installed custom glass shower door or surround can be the perfect touch 
to compliment your dream bathroom!

At Nosbush Glass Co. we provide the experience and creativity to give your custom shower door the 
style and performance it needs to last and look great for years to come.  We can help you determine if 
a swinging door or a slider is the best t for your unique project.  To ensure the best possible results 

there are a few things you need to consider:

Talk To Us FIRST - If a glass shower door or surround is something you are interested in, we 
will be glad to consult with you on your project.  There are many details specific to glass shower 
doors that are easy to overlook if you are not familiar with the installation.  If you are doing the 
construction yourself, or hiring a carpenter to build your dream, let us help you make sure you get 
the results you want.

Structural Integrity - Glass doors can be HEAVY and need to be sufficiently supported.  This is 
one of THE MOST important steps, so before the shower door or surround is built you will need to 
make sure the area where the track or hinge system is going to be mounted will be properly 
reinforced.  If the walls of your shower are finished before you consider this detail it can severely 
limit your options for a glass door, or even make it impossible.

Plumb And Square - When building your surround, take care to keep your floor lines and walls 
as straight and level as possible.  Not only will this help your glass door look and perform beer, it 
will also keep the cost down.  Glass that needs to be cut to fit irregular angles costs more.

Shower-Head Spray Direction - Direct spray from the shower-head can create leakage issues.  
You will want to minimize direct spray on the door as much as possible.

Slope Toward The Drain - Try to slope all surfaces and dams toward the drain.  You need to 
keep all of the lines the door follows straight and level, making sure all flat surfaces slope toward the 
drain.  This is another important step to limit leakage and damage to your new bathroom.


